Toyota red coolant walmart

It's important to clear up some myths and misconceptions about both. This is quite a challenge
because every company's anti-freezes have different combinations of additives and inhibitors.
We won't go into brand specific formulations but rather stick to the basic properties common to
all anti-freezes. Both ethylene glycol EG and propylene glycol PG are used as the antifreeze
base. From here the additional additives and inhibitors are added. Each glycol has supporters,
although the best choice depends on the intended use. PG differs from EG in both acute and
chronic toxicity. In antifreeze, we are most concerned about one-time accidental ingestion.
Therefore our interest is in acute toxicity. The acute toxicity of PG, especially in humans, is
substantially lower than that of EG. Propylene glycol, like alcohol, is not toxic at low levels. In
applications where ingestion is a possibility, PG based antifreeze is a prudent choice. EG is the
most common base used in the manufacturing of antifreeze. Another consideration is that all
anti-freezes pick up heavy metal contamination during service. When contaminated particularly
with lead any used antifreeze can be considered hazardous. PG is not a chronic toxin. EG and
heavy metals are chronic toxins. Heavy metals, on the other hand, are not acute toxins at the
levels found in used antifreeze. For this reason, PG based anti-freezes are much safer for
people and pets in case of accidental ingestion even after use. In many US and Japanese
antifreeze formulas, phosphate is added as a corrosion inhibitor. European vehicle
manufacturers, however, recommend against the use of phosphate containing antifreeze. The
following will examine the different positions on this issue to help judge the pros and cons of
phosphate inhibitors. In the US market, a phosphate inhibitor is included in many formulas to
provide several important functions that help reduce automotive cooling system damage. The
benefits provided by the phosphate include:. European manufacturers feel that these benefits
are achievable with inhibitors other than phosphate. Their main concerns with phosphates are
the potential for solids drop out when mixed with hard water. Solids can collect on cooling
system walls forming what is known as scale. The phosphate level in most US and Japanese
antifreeze formulas do not generate significant solids. Furthermore, modern antifreeze
formulations are designed to minimize the formation of scale. The small amount of solid formed
presents no problem for cooling systems or to water pump seals. While it is ethylene glycol EG
based antifreeze, the concern with mixing comes from the fact that there are very different
chemical inhibitor packages in use. The other question is a concern for dilution of the
protection packages. At what mix is there too little of either inhibitor to protect the engine? As a
precaution, both GM and Caterpillar instruct that contaminated systems must be maintained as
if they contained only conventional coolant. Evaluations of the two technologies to compare
their respective service lives have found them comparable. In fact, a Ford Motor Company study
concluded that organic acid coolants do not offer any significant advantages for the consumer
over current North American coolants. In a modern car with a well-maintained cooling system,
current North American and OEM factory fill coolant corrosion protection can be extended far
beyond previous expectations. If your car came from the factory with standard "green"
antifreeze, use that for replacement or to topping off. Vincent Ciulla. Vincent Ciulla is a certified
master automotive technician who has diagnosed and repaired light trucks, domestic and
foreign cars, and diesel engines, for more than three decades. Updated January 04, An
antifreeze or coolant is crucial for the proper functioning of your engine. This fluid ensures that
heat is being properly dissipated from your engine and prevents it from overheating. The Toyota
Tacoma is a pickup truck manufactured by Toyota since mainly for the North American market.
The Tacoma is known for its rugged off-road performance, convenient and easy-to-use interior
controls and the V6 engine that can provide great performance at a competitive price point. As
part of our series on the best aftermarket parts for the Tacoma, we bring you the 10 best
Antifreeze Coolants for Toyota Tacoma. Do ensure that the product you picked is compatible
with your model, though. Keep scrolling to see what we picked out! Toyota manufactured the
engine and Toyota knows how to keep it cool. This is an OEM antifreeze coolant manufactured
by Toyota itself so you know it is suitable for your truck. Available here. This antifreeze coolant
for your truck includes patented P-restone CorGuard Technology, that protects against rust and
corrosion of all cooling system metals, including aluminum to ensure that your engine always
keeps it cool. This is a genuine BMW product and German engineering is something that you
can always put your faith in when it comes to vehicles. However, mixing it with other coolants is
not recommended. This coolant by Valvoline contain Alugard Plus, a special additive that allows
these chemistries to work together to provide maximum protection. It is well-suited to
lubricating the gaskets and seals of your engine and is compatible with engines from all makes
and models. Tis coolant made by Zerex is specially made to suit Asian vehicles such as the
Toyota Tacoma. It is made sing a long-life formula that provides protection for all cooling
system metals from rust and corrosion. The silicate free, borate free formula also helps protect
against harmful scale and deposits. This antifreeze coolant by Valvoline is a patented

carboxylate formulation with a service life of up to five years or , miles and protects modern
engine components from winter freezing and summer boiling. This antifreeze coolant is
manufactured in the States and is well-and-truly capable of regulating the temperature of your
engine so it always remains in PEAK performance. This allows it to reduce engine wear and
inhibit corrosion and keep the radiator of your engine safe and clean. Valvoline manufacturers
various different versions of its antifreeze coolant and the Original Green is another one of
these. It contains a patented organic acid corrosion inhibitor package to provide extended
engine protection against rust and corrosion. This is an OEM compatible coolant manufactured
by ACDelco which is suitable for engines from various different manufacturers, the Tacoma
included. It should keep your engine safe and cool when you need it to. So that rounds up our
list of the 10 best Antifreeze Coolants for Toyota Tacoma. We hope that it helped you in making
a choice for yourself. Stay tuned for more. Your email address will not be published. Notify me
of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Search Search for:. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Toyota Long Life Red coolant.
This is for use in any Toyota coolant system. Toyota recommends changing the coolant every
36 months. Write review. We promise to never spam you, and just use your email address to
identify you as a valid customer. This product hasn't received any reviews yet. Be the first to
review this product! All Rights Reserved. All prices are in USD. Compare Now. Please wait
Currency Displayed in. Wish Lists. View Cart 0. Toggle Top Menu. Search Search. Follow us on
Facebook. Main Navigation. Related Products. Add To Cart. Add to Compare. Add to Wishlist.
Gasket Set- Toyota V6 4. Click to enlarge. Genuine Toyota. Minimum Purchase:. Maximum
Purchase:. Buy in bulk and save. Color: Red. NOT Premixed must add de-mineralized water.
Product Reviews Write review. How do you rate this product? Enter your name: optional Enter
the code below:. You Recently Viewed We specialize in Toyotas and Toyota vehicles
exclusively. Because our sales staff specialize exclusively in Toyota parts we have built a
national repution and loyal customer base that regularly contacts us for parts from around the
country, from Seattle, to Miami. Selected For Comparision Compare Now. Discussion in ' 1st
Gen. Tacomas ' started by bawilson21 , Oct 31, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to
Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for
a FREE account. Exhaust system recommendations? Toyota "Red" Antifreeze coolant
aftermarket selection Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Post Reply. It comes as concentrate so you can
mix to your preference. Well I wouldn't try it on my own truck. All I've ever put in my truck is
Toyota fluids except for the oil of course. Yamaha Dave , Oct 31, A product like that is attractive
to anybody that isn't in close proximity to a dealer. Are there any equivalents to Toyota's SLL
pink coolant that you know of bawilson21? Last edited: Oct 31, It specifically mentions Toyota
on the label. Pentosin is a well respected brand also. I wouldn't hesitate to use it. It's popular
with European cars. Yup, as bbob said, Zerex is another brand that makes an equivalent to the
pink stuff. I've read that basically, any coolant made for Toyota, Nissan, Honda, or Mazda is
essentially the same on the inside, though they do have different colors. They are all made by
the same company called CCI. Unfortunately unlike Aisin, they only sell to the auto
manufacturers and don't make aftermarket parts. The new pink extra long life for the sec gens is
pre mixed. So looks to me from the prices the OP posted its cheaper to buy the toyota than the
Oriellys stuff. Not only that my local orielly only carries asian pink stuff around the winter
months and its not available any other time in store. Last edited: Nov 1, I'll stick with the premix
unless mixing with distilled water. Tap water has minerals in it that can over time precipitate
clogging radiator tubes. I have only used Toyota antifreeze and have never had a radiator
problem in any of my vehicles. We've come a long way since I used to stick the garden hose in
the radiator of my '76 Datsun. I didn't even realize different manufacturers used different
coolants or that some came diluted. Wondering what makes "Asian" cooling systems different
from "American and "European" systems? Robb , Nov 2, I doubt that "Asian" or "European"
vehicles have any specific metals or alloys that they use that aren't used in any other part of the
world. Motor vehicle manufacturing is a global industry. TheCookieMonster , Nov 2, XR , Nov 2,
Both the Pentosin and Zerex coolants are OK. The 2nd gen owner's manual explicitly allow
non-Toyota brand coolant:. KenLyns , Nov 2, Just bringing this thread back since it's a
reasonable topic. After doing my own research, I would use the Pentosin concentrate on my 1st
Gen Taco. It looks safe to me. My conditions are not extreme and clean fluids trumps dirty-old
fluids. I used to use distilled water but water from the hose is fine in my conditions. Again, I
flush every year and never see freezing temps. My next question is if there is a plug in the
engine block to do a more thorough flush? Grab a hose and put it on the nipple, then use a
ratchet to turn the bolt above it. Dont forget to close when you're done of course. Bennoclarke
likes this. Not sure what you guys are paying for antifreeze at your local dealerships but here it
is I just picked 3 gallons the other day to do a fluid change on the truck and it was Newlife , Jan

9, It's probably more here in California because of disposal laws. Since I only see 40F to 90F, I
don't need it thicker than that. Other folks may need more. Last edited: Jan 9, I'd like to add a
possible contender to the mix here. A red concentrate, and a pink diluted mix. I have not found a
good image of the back though to see if it contains silicates, phosphates, or has Sebacic acid
as an Organic Acid Treatment. Also found that Aisin makes a coolant for toyotas aswell that
may work. It pays to call around your area. Show Ignored Content. Tacomas Backcountry
Adventures: Northern California. Lubegard Automatic Transmission Fluid Protectant, 10 oz. It is
not created or sold by the OE car company. Code 3RZFE. Energy Suspension 9. Username or
email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password
is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' 2nd Gen. Tacomas ' started by gregzz , Feb 16, Log in
or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To
get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Post Reply. Rock crawler rails.
Magnaflow stainless muffler. Billet shorty antenna. I asked a question a few days ago about how
to properly change the coolant in a Tacoma 4. Just wondering if anyone's done this and if
they've ever had problems with Prestone VS Toyota coolant I mean it's just coolant not anything
special right? Rambo54 likes this. Advanced Auto also sells a red coolant for Toyota User
Name01 , Feb 16, Mush Mouse likes this. I've had Prestone in my 03 Camry for about 8 years
and no issues yet. I just flushed it out with water before putting the Prestone in. I bought Toyota
red coolant on Amazon. Lord Helmet , TacoCat and Naveronski like this. Like others have said, I
would use the red coolant Zerex is the name sold at Auto Parts stores. ZachPrerunner , Feb 16,
I've never seen the red flavor prestone. Have mixed in many a gallon of either and never the
OEM stuff. X5 - Red Zerex Asian Formula here. Sig45 , Feb 16, I use amsoil coolant. I used
Prestone starting with my second car, 69 Chevelle. My first car was air cooled. When I started
buying Toyota's in I used only Toyota red. I have never looked back. MolonLabeTaco and
Rambo54 like this. Alexely , Rambo54 , Shwaa and 1 other person like this. Naveronski , Feb 16,
Is Zerex Asian ethylene glycol like Prestone? InfernoTonka , Feb 16, Show Ignored Content.
Tacomas Black Spline Drive Lug Nuts 12x1. Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. Denso
Oxygen Sensor. Free shipping. Username or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Non-silicate,
non-amine, non-nitrite and non-borate coolant formulated with long-life hybrid organic acid
technology. Specifically formulated fo
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r Toyota engines for a service life beyond the range of conventional coolants. Excellent
resistance to corrosion. Designed for optimum performance to , miles. Additional dealer
discounts may apply. Please select a dealer to view local pricing. Harr Toyota. Shop Now.
Distance: Sullivan Brothers Toyota. Prestige Toyota. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers.
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